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CHAPTER I 
SELECTION OF THE STUDY 
1. Purpose 
The purpose of this study is to interpret the signifi-
cantly low incidence of juvenile delinquency among the Jews 
o'f the United states in terms of the Glueck Social Predic-
tion Scale factors of delinquency causation as reported in 
Unraveling Juvenile Delinquency.!! These factors which are 
involved intimately in the inter-personal relations of 
i·araily life :may throw some light upon the phenomenon under 
consideration, and, more especially, indicate a basic 
preventive pattern. 
2. &:>uree 
suggestions from the literature. -- This study was 
suggeated primarily by consistent references in pertinent 
literature to the prevalence of a significantly low incidence 
of juveniLe delinquency among Jewish children in the United 
States. These references suggest answers that are frag-
mentary; and, no attempt is demonstrated to interpret this 
challenging phenomenon in terms of delinquency causal factors 
1/ Sheldon and Eleanor Glueck, Unraveling Juvenile Delin-
quency, The Commonwealth Fund, New York, 1950, 399 pages. 
-1-
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established by current research. 
Kvaraceus, in his study of the Passaic Children's 
1/ 
Bureau,- found that Jewish children accounted for only 
2 per cent of Passaic's delinquents with a 15 per cent 
Jewish population in the city. 'l'he percentages of delin-
quency among Protestants and Catholics greatly exceeded 
their respective population percentages. He suggests an 
investigation of " ••• factors in the personality-environment 
of the Jewish child L~~ make him less prone to exhibit 
delinquent aggression." 
Gordon, in his study of the · J-ewish community of Minne-
apolis reports "that juvenile delinquency has ceased to be y 
a real problem among Jews of Minneapolis ••• , " while 
juvenile delinquency in the city as a whole in 1945 increased 
" ••• more than 13 per cent over the previous year. u il 
In a thoroughgoing study of the records of the Children's 
21 Court of New York City published in 1933, Maller reports 
a delinquency rate of 1?.96 per cent in 1931 for Jewish 
children out of the total number arraigned specifically 
1/ William c. Kvaraceus, Juvenile Delinquency and the School, 
World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, N. Y., 1945, pp. 101-
102. 
y ~ .• p. 292. 
3/ Albert I. Gordon, Jews in Transition, University of 
~innesota Press, Minneapolis, 1949, p. 203. 
!f Ibid., p. 204. 
~ Julius B. Maller, ''The Maladjusted Jewish Child, n •r he 
Jewish a:>cial Service Quarterly (June 1933), 9:281-295:--
J' 
2 
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as delinquents. The population of Jewish children of ages 
six to fifteen was 37.85 per cent of the total number for 
the city based upon the 1930 Federal Census, yet they 
accounted for less than one-half of this proportion among 
the arraigned delinquents. In this connection it is 
important to note that juveniles were arraigned either as 
delinquents or as neglected or dependent children, without 
a clear-cut distinction in terms of legal definition, with 
consequent overlapping in categories. Nevertheless, the 
incidence of Jewish and total arraignments, without distinc-
tion as to category, is similar to that for arraigned 
delinquents, with a Jewish percentage of 17.42 for 1931. 
The nature of Jewish juvenile offenses. This low 
incidence of juvenile del~uency among Jews is made more 
significant by both Gordon and Maller in relation to the 
nature of the offenses for which Jewish children are 
typically arraigned. The following table (Table 1) from 
Maller's study lists six major categories of offenses. 
Definitions of the first two are: 
1. Offenses Against the Person or Property: assault, 
robbery, burglary and stealing. 
2. Offenses Against the Social standards and 
Propriety: disorderly conduct, peddling or 
begging, ungovernable and wayward behavior. 
!/Gordon, op. cit., pp. 202-203. 
3 
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Tabl e 1.. J ewish and Total Arraignments by Type of Offense, 
New York City, 1928-1930 l/ 
Jewish Total Proportion of Jews 
Boys Girls B&G Boys Gi r ls B&G Boys Girls B&G 
I. Of fenses Against 
the Person or 
Property 872 58 930 6602 427 7CJ2.9 13 .• 21 13 ft 58 13.23 
II.Offenses Against 
the Social Stan-
dards and Propri-
ety 19)6 1,32 2068 6872 1009 7881 28.17 13.08 26.24 
III. Desert ion of 
home and truancy 139 llQ 249 1939 10)2 2971 7.17 10 .66 8 .38 
IV. Unla\'lful Entry 
etc . 163 3 166 101~) 31 1074 15.63 9.68 15.46 
V. Unclassified 331 50 381 1491 268 1759 22.16 18 . 66 21.62 
VI. Neglected· 809 685 1494 5519 5647 1],166 14.66 12.13 13·58 
It will be noted that lowest in rank, boys and girls, com-
bined, is desertion of home and truancy. "Apparently, 
dissatisfaction with home and school is less frequently a 
cav.se of del inquency among J·ewish than among non-Jewish 
i 1:/ M' l ch ldren," states a ler. 
The degree of seriousness of offenses. -- Important, 
too, are Maller ' s findings with regard to the degree of 
seriousness of offenses for which Jewish children are 
arraigned. This is particularly significant, he believes, 
JJ Mailer, op. clt;., p. J.- '11 
[/ Ibid • , p • :t 11 
l. 
2. 
--o..:..===== 
when we consider J ewish group solidarity which tradition-
ally st r i ves to settle i nterpersonal problems within its 
own community framework. This would tend to reserve only 
. !I 
seri ous offenders for court action. 
The following table lTable 2.J from Maller•s study 
shows that despite this consideration, Jewish children 
ranked significantly higher as mild offenders than the 
total offenders, and, conversely, lower in severe offenders. 
Mild offenders represent those discharged, acquitted, and 
placed under suspended sentence; severe offenders, those 
placed on probation, fined, and committed to institutions. 
Table 2. Disposit i ons of Jewish and Total Offenders 
New ·York City, 1923 and 1930 gj 
Jl!."W!§i TOTAL 
Bozs Girls .ij&G Bo~s <.zirl s B&.G 
MUd Offenders 1592 168 1760 6950 2166 9116 
Severe Offenders 1227 429 ~ 7933 ~ 10901 
'r0T.AL 2819 597 3416 14883 5134 20017 
% Mild Offenders 56.47 28.14 51.52 46.70 42.18 45.54 
% Severe Offenders 43.53 71.86 48.48 53.30 57.82 54.46 
J ewish juvenile recidivism. -- This evidence of a signifi-
cantly low incidence of juvenile delinquency among Jewish 
children is fUrther reinformed by Maller's findings with 
!/Ibid., p. oz. 9.z.. 
y Ibid., P• c:/. 13 
5 
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regard to recidivists, which shows that only 8 Jewish 
juveniles per 100 arraigned had previous court records, 
whereas 13 per 100 were the ~igures for the total arraign-
ments. The exception here is with Jewish girls whose 
recidivism was higher than for the total group. Maller 
expla~s this phenomenon by the small number of Jewish girls 
arraigned who represent an extremely select group that 
managed to break through the highly protective influence 
of the Jewish family and the threat of severe social estra-
l/ 
cism exerted by Jewish family mores. 
3. Justification for study 
The importance of inter-personal factors of family 
life in delinquency causation. -- Juvenile delinquency 
prevention is a major social and educational problem. There 
is considerable agreement among investigators with regard 
to the predominance of family life factors as the root of 
causation in delinquent behavior. Therefore, a study of 
Jewish family life in relation to certain major causal fac-
tors in delinquency which together compose a predictive 
instrument, might contribute to a better understanding of 
the phenomenon of non-delinquency among the Jewish group as 
well as a further validation of the instrument itself. 
Need for understanding the nature of Jewish family life. 
There is a need to better understand the nature of JewiSh 
6 
family life in the United states on the part of Jewish 
and non-Jewish professional and lay workers concerned . 
with child guidance. This is prerequisite to a better 
understanding of the individual Jewish child. In connec-
tion with this study, it is important for the guidance 
worker to bear in mind that while the nature of Jewish 
family life may be such as to preclude the development of 
delinquent behavior, it may have other ill effects that 
interfere with healthy personality development. 
The extent of validation of the Glueck SOcial Predic-
tion scale. -- Two validation studies ot: the Glueck SJcial 
Prediction Scale report a remarkably high degree of accuracy. 11 y 
Thompson and Black and Glick working independently report 
a 91 per cent accuracy in the use of this instrument on 
the same number of boys (100). 
The use, therefore, of this scale as the criterion for 
this study is reasonable insofar as the extent of present 
validation is concerned, and its application to Jewish 
group appraisal not without justification in this study. 
There is an interesting parallel between this study 
1/ Richard E. Thompson, "A Validation of the Glueck Social 
Prediction Scale for Proneness to Delinquency," Journal of 
Crbninal Law, Criminology, and Police Science, (Nov.-Dec., 
1952), 43: 463. 
2/ Bertram J. Black and Selma J. Glick, Kecidivism at the 
Irawthorne-Cedar Knolls SChool, Research 1v.tonograph No. 2, 
Jewish Board of Guardians, New York, 1952, p. 22. 
-- --== 
of the American Jewish family and that presented by the 
Yale center of Alcohol studies with regard to the low rate 
of alcoholism among Jews. Research on "Drinking in Jewish 
culture" is being carried on at Yale on the assumption ' ••• 
that differences in the rates of alcohol pathology between 
one cultural group end another are culturally conditioned ••• 
The task remains to specify the kinds of cultural factors 
!I 
which may be operating." 
8 
The scarcity of American Jewish sociological data. --
Brav, in his study of Jewish family life in Vicksburg, Miss-
issippi, states that " ••• there is no single work in the 
English language, and probably none in other langUages, de-
voted to a complete survey of the subject Lthe Jewish famili7 
or pretending to study modern forms with the instruments of 
2/ 
contemporary investigation and research."-
An explanation of the lack of American Jewish socio-
logical data is offered by Riesman, in part as follows:~/ 
"'Idle' curiosity about t hemselves, like alco-
holic excess, is something that American Jews 
in the past have not felt able to afford. They 
feared inquisitiveness t"rom their enemies; and 
17 Charles R. Slyder and Ruth H. Landman, "Studies of Drink-· 
Tng in Jewish Culture, II. Prospectus for Sociological 
Research on Jewish Drinking Patterns," Quarterly Journal 
of studies on Alcohol, (september 1951), 12:453. 
~ stanley R. Brav, Jewish Family Sblidarity, Myth or Fact? 
~ogales Press, Vicksburg, l940, p. 1. 
3/ David Riesman, "The American Scene in Commentary's Mirror," 
Commentary (February 1953), 15:1?2. 
-===- -=--- -
over their friends they preferred to exercise 
a certain power of enchantment, controlling the 
image they presented of themselves--whether as 
sufferers, as bohemian and uninhibited, or as just like everyone else. Those nearly off icial 
guardians of disinterestedness, the social sci-
en·tists, were also slow in getting around to 
studying the Jews. Compared with certain other 
immigrant groups around the turn of the century, 
the Jews seemed not too disorganized, and per-
haps for that reason were left alone. " 
~eaking of the present, however, Riesman concludes, 
y 
in part: 
nThe Jews •••• have Inoved far enough along in 
America to be able to afford the same problems--
of work, of consumption, of community life--as 
their neighbors. They do not need to be buoyed 
up by an apocalyptic future, a menacing present, 
a chauvinist past. They take their Jewishness 
sufficiently for granted to permit us the luxury 
of examining in detail the enormously different 
ways there are of being at the same time both 
Jewish and American." 
This scarcity of data is further substantiated by Glazer· 
gj . 
who states in part: 
"There are a half-dozen small com:m.unity studies--
and that is about aJ.l. 'l'here are no full-length 
studies of Jewish personality, no full-length 
studies of the Jewish family, no full-length studies 
of the Jewish community--though a few or the studies 
do come close to it." 
He too decries the fact that American Jewish sociologists 
have neglected to study their own group. 
4. SCope or study 
A survey of current data end expert opinion bearing 
!7 Ibid., p. 175. 
Y Nathan Glazer, "What S?ciology Knows About .American J-ews," 
Commentary lMarch 1950}, 9:277. 
upon Jewish family life in the United states will be pre-
sented in relation to factors comprising the Glueck Social 
Prediction Scale for proneness to delinquency. This data 
and opinion will be selected from recent literature and will 
include related demographic information concerning the present 
status and trends of the American Jewish family. 
Included will be current opin i on _with regard to defini-
tion and identification of Jews as well as the nature and 
influence of Jewish tradition in J ewish femily life. In 
!I 
connection with the latter, Brav has pointed out that the 
emanc i pation of the Jew from the time of the French revolu-
tion to the present time n ••• has left untouched the essential 
pattern of the medieval family. '1 
The findings revealed by this study should offer an 
interpretation of the low incidence of juvenile delinquency 
among the Jews of the United States. This interpretation 
within the narrow framework of a segment of the Glueck 
findings will be limited, but it is hoped that it will lead 
to further explorations of this challenging phenomenon. 
!JOp. -cit., p.l5. 
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CHAPTER II 
DETERMINING 'rHE CRI TERION o :H' ] 'ACTORS TO BE USED IN SI'UDY 
1. Use of the Glueck study 
Reasons for selection. -- Ten years of continuous and 
well-organized research beginning in 1940, culminated in 
the excellent report of findings published by the Gluecks 
11 
under ·the title, Unrave~ing Juvenile Delinquency. Theirs 
was a systematic inquiry into the causes of juvenile delin-
quency that is trtflY n ••• a first approximation to a scien-
tific assessment of the causal influences making for per-
sistent delinquency in the underprivileged neighborhoods of 
y 
our large cities. " A rather thorough review of the 
literature in this f ield has conf irmed for me the following 
Judgrtlent ot the 1-ilueoks: ~ 
"By and large, examination of existing 
researches in juvenile delinquency discloses 
a tendency to emphasize a particUlar approach 
or explanation. Proponents of various theories 
of causation still too often insist that the 
truth is to be found only in their special fields 
of study, and that, 'ex hypothesi,' researches 
made by those working in other disciplines can 
contribute very little to the undertaking and 
!/ Sleldon and Eleanor Glueck, Unraveling Juvenile Delin-
quency, The Commonwealth Fund, New York, 1950. 
2/ Sheldon and Eleanor Glueck, Delinquents in the .Making, 
Irarper and Brothers, 1\lew York, 1952, p. viii. 
~ Unraveling Juvenile Delinquency, op. cit., p. 4. 
-11-
management ot the crime problem. Like the blind 
men and the elephant of the fable, each builds 
the entire subject in the image of that piece of 
it which he happens to have touched." 
Change from original plan. -- It was my intention early 
in the planning stages of this study, to base the selection 
of factors for use in my appraisal upon a comparison and 
integration of the findings of several recent investigators 
in this fi'eld. I was _especially impressed with the work 
. ! l 
of Kvaraeeus in his study of Passaic delinquents, to men-
tion a notable example. However, the enormity of such a 
task soon became apparent, at least insofar as the prac-
ticability of this paper is concerned. !appan sums up y 
this problem in part as follows: 
"Studies in 'causal factors' have been so numerous 
their findings so diverse, their conclusions for 
the most part so dubious, that it would represent 
a tedious futility ·to recount even the major 
studies.u 
In this connection, the reader is referred to •rappan' s bibli-
Y 
ograpby and also that of Teeters and Heineman. 
Moreover, the complete list of statistically signifi-
cant factors in delinquency reported by the Gluecks are so 
1/ William c. Kvaraceus, Juvenile Delinquency and the School, 
World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, N. Y., 1945, pp. 101-
102. 
2/ Paul w. Tappan, Juvenile Delinquency, McGraw Hill Book 
Company, Inc., New York, l949, p. 133. 
Y Negley K. Teeters and John Otto Reineman, The Challenge 
ot Delinquency, Prentice-Hall, Inc., New York, l950. 
12 __ 
numerous, extend over such a wide range, overlap, and are 
undefined as to etiological position, with the result that 
a complete appraisal of Jewish family life in terms of all 
of these factors would be lacking in proper focus and the 
results incomplete and lacking in means of interpretation 
of data. 
Therefore, for reasons supported by the Gluecks them-
selves, I have decided to base my study of Jewish family 
life entirely upon the factors comprising the Social 
Prediction Scale, which will be described in later para-
graphs of this chapter. 
A brief description of the Glueck study. -- This is a 
study of approxtmately 500 delinquents matched with a cor-
responding number or non-delinquents. Matching was on the 
basis of chronological age, general intelligence, national 
or ethnicoracial origin, and residence in under-privileged 
neighborhoods. This research was concerned with boys only. 
Matching was established in order to focus a.ttention upon 
the " ••• more subtle social, somatic, intellectual, and 
!I 
temperamental characteristics" of delinquent behavior, so 
that the significant factors differentiating the two groups 
could be used ror the construction of prognostic tables. 
The levels or inquiry covered by the Glueck study were EJ . 
tour: (1) the socio-cultural, which explores " ••• the 
!/ Op. cit., p. 15. 
gj Ibid., pp. 16-17. 
13 
family background and the physical and social environment 
!I 
of the home," as well as school end community attitudes 
and practices; (2) the somatic, which studies bodily struc-
ture and health as related to temperament and behavior; (3) 
the intellectual, which is concerned with the subtle intel-
lectual differences rather than with general intelligence; 
end ( 4) the emotional-temperamental, wherein comparisons 
are made between the personality-character structures of 
delinquents and non-delinquents, with emphasis on early 
childhood. 
This brief description of the Glueck study should serve 
to point out the complexities of the total problem of delin-
quency causation, and the fact that in this paper even the 
socio-cultural factors in the causative process are limited 
to a pe.rticular area of the family and home. It would be 
well to carefully bear in mind the following admonition of 
. y 
the Gluecks, which I quote in part: 
"When, therefore, research into the causes 
of delinquency emphasizes the sociologic, or 
ecologic, or cultural, or psychiatric, or anthro-
pologic approach, relegating the others to a 
remote position, if not totally ignoring them, we 
must immediately be on guard." 
2. Importance of' Family ]!'actors 
Agreement among authorities. -- The above admonition 
!I Ibid.' p. 16. 
EJ .Th.M·' p. 4. 
14_ 
does not mean that the area of investigation to which this 
paper is devoted is insignificant to the total process. 
To the contrary, the Glueck study states in part the follow-
!/ 
ing salient conclusion: 
" ••• it is clear from the evidence that in the 
home and in the parent-child relations are to 
be found the crucial roots of character which 
make for acceptable or unacceptable adjustment 
to the realities of life in society." 
Similarly, the Passaic study of Kvaraceus states in part: 
"The earliest years of the child's life are of 
tremendous significance in setting the pattern 
of the child's personality and modes of adjust-
ment to life situations. The roots of much of 
the child's behavior can be traced back to the 
earliest months of life, and even as far back 
as the early attitudes and health of the parents 
prior to the birth of the infant." 
~ 
Again he states that, "within the home and the immediate 
family circle we may have the greatest potential in the way 
'E) 
of crime causation." 
11 
gj 
In like manner, Tappan states in part: if 
"More research has been devoted to the family as 
a factor in delinquency than to any other single 
influence. This is appropriate because of the 
vital significance of the family as 'the cradle 
of the personality.' During the early years in 
and through the family are established the basic 
reaction patterns of thinking and feeling, the 
norms and values that assert a durable, persia-
Io :ra:. , p. 287. 
0]2. cit., p. 59. 
y Ibid., p. 71. 
i/ 0]2. cit., p. 133. 
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ting influence upon the individual's subsequent 
life history." 
3. Method of Selecting Criterion Factors 
The meaning of significance in Glueck findings. 
According to the Gluecks, " ••• statistically significant 
differences exist between delinquents and non-delinquents 
when the probability (P) is equal to or less than ( = or y . y 
.01." However, they make the following reservation: 
"~ •• a statistically significant difference is not 
always a significant one. The latter is a differ-
ence that is stated by a person of considerable 
background or learning and experience in a particu-
lar technical field who has noted factors that point 
to existing differences and to whom the differences 
which the statistical method has demonstrated are 
expectable or make sense." 
Focusing upon causation in particular, the Gluecks believe 
that the significant factors selected, should not only comply 
with the requirements of statistical significance, but in 
addition should be those showing marked differences between 
the two groups studied and which " ••• were ope rat 1.-ge before y 
delinquency became evident. " In this connection, the Glueck 
. !I 
study states in part: 
"Factors that come into play after persistent anti-
!I OJ2a cit 1 , p. 75. 
y Ibid., p • 76. 
.§./ Ibid., p. 272. 
y~., p. 272. 
1~ ---
social behavior is established can hardly be 
regarded as relevant to the original etiology 
of maladaptation, except as they may reflect 
deep-rooted forces which do not make themselves 
felt in a tendency to dissocial behavior until 
puberty or adolescence is reached. u 
Factors composing the Glueck predictive social scale.--
In accordance with the principles set forth above, the 
Gluecks constructed a predictive social scale or instrument 
whereby " ••• it should be possible to differentiate between 
potential juvenile offenders and non-offenders very early 
!I in life, preferably at school entrance." The factors 
composing this scale are five in number and are regarded 
by them as satisfying the above requirements with the 
addition of being mutually exclusive and ••• more likely y 
to be independent of one another. • These factors are 
exclusively from the area of interpersonal relations within 
the family group. ~rhe evolution of this selection of five 
most highly significant factors of delinquency causation in 
v family life is summarized in the following: 
"A review of the factors of differentiation 
emerging from the family and personal history 
of the delinquents and non-delinquents made it 
clear that those that were probably operable in 
their lives prior to schoo~ entrance were largely 
in the area of interpersonal relations with the 
family group, specifically those dealing with the 
relationship between the boy and his parents. For 
this reason, for example, we excluded from consider-
1/ Ibid., p. 257. 
]/ Ibid., p. 259. 
-
'2f Ibid., p. 250. 
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ation the factor, gang membership, because 
few boys as young as six are already members 
of gangs; and the factor, broken home, which, 
though differentiating sharply between the 
delinquent and· non-delinquent group somewhat 
later in their lives, was at the point or 
school entrance, as yet an incompleted factor. 
(The reader is reminded that the boys ranged 
in age from eleven to seventeen when selected 
for study.)" 
These five factors of delinquency causation are pre-
sented in the following table (Table 3.) from the Glueck 
study: 
Table 3. The Five Basic SOcial Factors in Delinquency 
Causation !/ 
s:>cial Factors 
1. Discipline of Boy by Father 
Weighted 
Failure Score 
Overstrict or erratic ••••••••••••••••••• 71.8 
Lax •..••••••.••••.•....•••••••••••..••••• 59.8 
Firm but kindly ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 9.3 
2. SUpervision of Boy by Mother 
Unsuitable ••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 83.2 
Fair •••..••..•.....•..••..• •••••• ••••• •• 5?.5 
Slitable •••........•..............•...•• 9.9 
3. Affection of Father for Boy 
Indifferent or hostile •••••••••••••••••• 75.9 
warm (including overprotective) ••••••••• 33.8 
4. Affection of Mother for Boy 
Indifferent or hostile •••••••••••••••••• 86.2 
Warm (including overprotective) ••••••••• 43.1 
5. Cohesiveness of Family 
Unintegrated••••••••••••••••••••••••••••95.9 
oome elements of cohesion ••••••••••••••• 61.3 
Cohesive •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 20.6 
!/ Ibid., p. 261. 
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In the following table (Table 4.), the significance of 
the weighted failure scores for each of these five factors 
is shown. According to the Gluecks the important fact to 
bear in mind is " ••• that a boy's discriminative total score 
' 11 
is pred i ct ive regardless of its separate ingredients. 1 
Table 4. Det ailed Prediction Table f rom Five ]'actors of 
Social Background gv 
Chances of Number Chance s Weighted Failure Number of Delinquency of of Non-Score Class Delinquents (per 100) Non-D. 1Jelinq. (Per 100 ) 
Under 150 5 2 .9 167 97.1 
150-199 19 15.7 102 84.3 
200-249 40 3? .0 68 63.0 
250-299 122 63.5 ?0 36.5 
300-349 141 86 .0 23 14.0 
350-399 73 90.1 8 9.9 
400 and over 51 98.1 1 1.9 
Total 451 439 
Each of five factors defined. -- While the nature of each 
i'actor is shown in Table 3 together with the weighted failure 
score for each grade of deficiency, the meaning of terms 
used for these grades should be thoroughly understood. The 
3/ 
~lueck definitions are as follows:-
!/ Ibid., p. 262. 
gj ~., p. J.C, I. 
~ Ibid., pp. 2?0-2?1. 
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i. Discipline of Boy by Father: 
a} Overstrict -- Father is harsh, unreasoning, aema.nds obedience 
't.hrough fear~ 
b) Erra~tic -- Father varies between strictness and laxity, is 
not consistent in control. 
c) Lax -- Father is negligent, inailrerent, lets boy do what he 
likes. 
~) Firm but kindly -- Discipline is based on sound reason which 
the boy understands. 
2. Supervision of Boy by Mother: 
a) Unsuitable -- Mother is careless in her superv~s~on, leaving 
the boy to his own aevices without guidance, or in the care 
of an irresponsible child or adult. · 
b) Fair -- Mother, though at home, gives only partial supervision 
to boy. 
c) Suitable - if mother does not work outside the home and is 
not iil, she personally keeps close watch on the boy or provides ! 
i"or his leisure hours in clubs or playgrounds. If she is ill 
or out of the house a great deal, there is a responsible adult 
in charge. 
3. Affection or Father for Boy. 
a) Indifferent --Father aoes not pay much attention to boy. 
b) Hostile -- Father rejects boy. 
c) Warm - Father is sympathetic, kind, attached, even in some 
cases, overprotective. 
4. Affection of Mother for Boy. 
Same as above. 
5. Cohesiveness of .i:''amily. 
a) Unintegra't.ed. ~-Home is just a place to 'hang your hat•; 
self-interes't. o!· t.he members exceeds group in't.erest. 
b) Some elements of cohesion -Even i1" the i 'amily group may not 1 
be entirely int.act (because of aeparture of one or more members) ,1 
't.he remaining group o1· which 't.he boy is a part has at .Least 
some of t.he characteristics of 't.he cohesive family. 
ll 
~~-T~~) Cohesive -There iB a s~~~~~~~e-feeLing' among members or ~he ~4 21~===­
immediate family, as evidenced by cooperativeness, group in~eres~s, 
pride in ~he hom:=, afr'ec~ion 1·or each other. 'All 1or one and. 
one lor all.• 
Appraisal or Jewish !ami1y life in terms of the five fac~ors.-- In 
view of ~he careful and systematic process fol~owed by ~he Gluecks in 
estabJ.ishing tne paramount ;i.mportance of these five factors of d.e~inquency 
causation3 it is reasonab~e ~o utilize these factors as the criterion ror 
my appraisal of Jewish family ~ife. 
II 
li 
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CHAPTER III 
THE JEW AND HIS TRADITION IN THE MODEEN AMERICAN SETTING 
1. Definition or Identification 
Recognition of cultural identification as paramount.--
Webster' s New International Dictionary, Second Edition 
de'fines the Jew as belonging to the Hebrew race and prac-
ticing the religion of Judaism. This definition is gener-
ally denied by present day authorities. Theirs is predom-
inantly a cultural identification with religion as sup-
portive and special racial distinction positively denied. 
Montagu, in his volume on the United Nations study of 
Jewish identification points out that a Jew is identifiable 
principally by his cultural traits which persist even after 
he is no longer a practicing member of the Jewish faith. 
•rhe relationship of these traits to environment rather than 
to biology is made clear by Montagu in the following state-
!/ 
ment: 
"Any person who has been brought up, conditioned 
in a Jewish cultural environment, is likely to 
acquire a personality structure which is unique 
to . such persons, as is the uniqueness of the per-
sonality structure of any person acquired in any 
other particular culture. such traits are cultural 
traits, not biological ones." 
1/ Ashley 1Vlontagu, Statement on Race, Henry Shuman, New York, 
1951, pp. 64-65. 
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Similarly, Mordecai M. Kaplan, a leading American 
Jewish theologian and historian emphasizes "ethnic con-
sciousness, or sense of peoplehood," as the dominant 
. !I . 
reference ~oint: 
"Ethnic consciousness, or sense of peoplehood 
functions through the medium of a living civili-
zation, which is an organic ensemble of the 
following cultural elements having their rootage 
in a specific territory, a common tradition, a 
common language and literature, history, laws, 
customs and folkways with religion as the inte-
grating and· soul-givlng factor of those elements." 
- 23 
This cultural identification of Jews is carried further 
1 by Ginsberg in a recent treatise on American Jewry, in part I y 
as follows: ' 
"Implicit in this emphasis on history is the 
conviction that the essence of being a Jew is a 
deep feeling of identity with the Jews of the 
past, the present, and .the future . It is recog-
nized that individuals will diff'er in ·t.heir 
capacity to identify themselves with other Jews. 
Some will feel the association very deeply, others 
much more superficially, but every Jew must experi-
ence it to some degree. Despite these marked 
differences which will largely determine the inten-
sity or each individual's Jewishness, the simple 
tact or identification, complete or partial, has 
significance for the behavior of every Jewish group. ll 
Bearing in mind this emphasis upon cultural identifi-
cation, we have seltzert s concise definition of the J-ew:Y 
if Mordecai M. Kaplan, The Future or the .American Jew, the II 
Macmillan Company, New York, 1948, p. 83. 
y Eli Ginsberg, .Agenda for American Jews, King's Crown Press\, 
Columbia University, N. Y., 1950, p. 25. 
c. 
~ Carl seltzer, "The J..ew - His Racial status," Harvard 
Medical Alumni Bulletin (A;:n··it 1939), 13:68. 
II 
nFor our purpose we shall define the word Jew 
to include ell individuals of the so-called 'white• 
races of mankind who, by virtue of family tradition, 
do practice or whose ancestors did practice the 
religion of Judaism." 
2. The Nature of Jewish Tradition 
Relision as the essential component of Jewish tradi-
tion. -- Essential to an understanding of the influence of 
tradition in the culture of American Jewry is an awareness 
of the importance of religion as the matrix of that tradi-
tion. Elin L • .Anderson, in her observations of the J-ews of 
~urlington, Vermont, calls attention to the fact that whil e 
I 
the Jewish group resembles other community groups in appear-
ance and manner, " ••• yet, within their own world their social 
I 
life centers around religious rituals characteristic or 
!I Jewish tradition." She points out that from birth to death 
religious rituals of Jewish tradition persist in the Jewish 
family, though often in modified form, sometimes largely due 
to group pressure and with a tendency today of symbolic 
rather then literal adherence. 
Louis Finkelstein, a renowned American Jewish scholar, 
describes the religion of Judaism as " ••• a way of life that 1 
endeavors to transform virtually every human action into a 
means of communion with God ••• 
!/ Elin L. Anderson, We Americans: A Study or Cleavage in 
an American City, Harvard University Press, Cambridge, 
Mass., 1937, p. 
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Sb far as its adherents are concerned, Judaism 
seeks to extend the concept of right and wrong 
to every aspect of their behavior. Jewish rules 
of conduct apply not merely to worship, ceremoni-
al, and justice between man and man, but also to 
such matters as philanthropy, personal friendships 
and kindnesses, intellectual pursuits, artistic 
creation, courtesy, the preservation or health, 
and the care of the diet •••• Because Judaism is 
a way or life, no confession or faith can by 
itself make one a Jew. Belief in the dogmas of 
Judaism must be expressed in the acceptance of 
its discipline rather than in the repetition of 
a verbal formula." !I 
Finkelstein points out, however, that the Jew remains within 
the fold even though he may not accept all the requirements 
of this discipline by virtue of the " ••• concept of the y 
inheritance or religious traditions ••• " without ~plying 
r 
racial differentiation. A Jew is a Jew, according to 
Finkelstein, because his parents were Jews either through 
inheritance or by conversion to Dudaism. The latter require ~ 
the assumption of the discipline or Judaism which forever 
after becomes binding on their descendants. 
From this explanation it is understandable that the 
home is an integral part of Judaism " ••• as a center of 
religious life and worship, almost co-ordinate with the 
. ~ I 
synagogue itself ••• " Associated with this is the fact that 
1/ Louis Finkelstein, The Jews, 
Religion, Harper & Brothers, N. 
1328. 
EJ Ibid., p. 1328. 
'Y Ibid., p. 1329. 
Their History, Culture, and I 
Y., Vol. II, 1949, pp. 1327-
11 
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"there is no sharp distinction in religious status between 
the rabbi and the layman in Judaism. '£he rabbi is simply 
a layman especially learned in scripture and Talmud." 
11 
With regard to deviations from Orthodox tradition, 
]'inkelstein points out that the Conservative end Reform 
movements constitute differences in rabbinic interpretation 
rather than Jewish sectarian schisms. 
3. United states Jewish Population Statistics 
Lack of Census data. -- Glazer i n a recent treatise on 
the sociological characteristics of American Jews points 
to the fact that in the U. s. Census Jews are not separated 
from non-Jews and that this is t rue of most sets of popula-
tion statistics. _ Because of this, he points out, it is 
difficult to translate absolute figures on Jews for certain 
areas and behavior patterns into a rate or percentage of 
the total number of Jews or non- J ews in the given locality 
or age range. However, he predict s that the records of 
Jewish social work and the surveys of various communities 
and organizations will eventually yield the material for 
much needed research and speculation on the characteristics 
2/ 
of .American Jews.-
!/ Ibid., p. 133'2. 
2/ Nathan Glazer, nWhat Sociology Knows About Junerican 
Jews," Commentary (March 1950), 9:276. 
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The 1949 Jewish population survey. -- In 1949 the 
American Jewish Year Book contained the first comprehensi e 
scientific survey of the Jewish population of the United 
11 States on a community basis. The authors, Seligman and 
27 
Swados, point out that previous figures in the decennial 
Census of Religious Bodies in the United states Census were J 
rough calculations based entirely on church membership rather 
than on demographic data. 
In this 1949 survey 228 communities were polled and 
replies received from 152 or 6? per cent, which represented 
about 90 per cent of the total estimate of 4,500,000 Ameri-
can Jews. This poll together with estimates obtained 
resulted in an overall coverage of 1237 communities in the 
nation, of which 14 were found to contain approximately 
?5 per cent of the total Jewish population. These are: 
Baltimore, Bo_ston, Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit, Los .Angeles, 
Miami, Newark, New York City, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, 
st. Louis, San Francisco and Washington. 
The urban concentration of American Jews. -- This 
almost exclusively urban concentration of American uews is 
further shown in this survey by an examination of the list 
of ?20 American communities containing at least ~00 uews 
y Ben B. Seligman and Harvey SWados, "Jewish Population 
studies in the United states," .American Jewish Year Book, 
(1948-19491, 50:651-690. 
I 
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ip. each. Altogether these urban communities account for tbe I 
I 
total Jewish population of the United States, with the excep-
tion of 22,500 which were found to be distributed among 517 I 
other communities, the character of which is not indicated. 
This rather complete urbanization of American Jews 
should be significant for purposes of juvenile delinquency 
appraisal, in view of the urban setting of delinquency 
studies of causation. 
4. Demographic Data on American Jews 
Data related to statistically significant factors of 
delinquency causation. -- In Chapter II the Glueck Social 
Prediction Scale factors of delinquency causation consti-
tuting the criterion of my study were presented. It was 
I• 
pointed out that these factors were selected by the Gluecks : 
I 
I as those of greatest probabl~ significance. Th.is does not 
mean that the Gluecks discount the importance of the many I 
other factors of statistical significance revealed by their I 
!I 
study. The importance of these factors has been stressed 
in varying extent -by other recent investigators, particularli 
Kvaraceus. It is, , therefore, appropriate here to present 
demographic data on the Jews of the United states, insofar 
j as it is available, that is related to these additional 
I factors. 
'I 
1/ Op. cit., pp. 79-134. 
I 
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Analysis of twenty-one recent community studies. --
Seligman, in the 1950 volume of the American Jewish Yea.r 
~' presents a demographic analysis of recent studies 
of the Jewish communities in 15 American cities: Newark, 
Miami, Atlanta, Worcester, Portland (Oregon), Camden, Toledo, 
II 
Indianapolis, Scranton, IJ..ucson, J-acksonville, Utica, Charles-
1/ 
ton (S.C.), Erie and Grand Rapids. The conclusions arrived 
at from this survey were not altered by six additional 
community studies reviewed by the author in the subsequent 
(1951) volume of this year book. The findings related to 
Glueck factors are as follows. 
Age composition of Jewish population. -- The Jewish 
population of the United states is undergoing a process of 
continuous aging more marked than in the general population. ' 
The 'hollow classes' in the young and teen-age groups appear 
to be greater than in the general population and e~tend 
beyond the 20-year group, whereas in the native-white general 
population the largest class percentages are found in the 
15 to 19- and 20 to 24-year age groups. This hollowness parj 
allels economic depression and Seligman believes that _II 
restriction in family size due to unfavorable economic con- I 
I 
ditions is typical of middle class society to which most of 
the Jewish population belongs. 
!J Ben B. Seligman, "The America.n Jew: Some Demographic 
Features," American Jewish Year Book, 1950, 51:3-52. 
- -- ~~ ===--=~ 
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Family size. -- The Jewish family of the United states 
is definitely smaller than the general native-white family, 
whose average (median) size was 2.65 in 1940. Grand Rapids 
was the only community in Seligman's survey having a Jewish 
family size in excess of this national average. 
Marital status. -- The studies examined by Seligman 
are incomplete in this respect. However, six studies con-
taining such information suggest that the Jews conform to 
the national pattern. 
Occupational status. -- urn a broad sense ••• it might 
be said that smaller proportions of total Jewish popula-
tionw are part of the labor force than is the case in the 
11 general population." Seligman suggests that this may be 
due to a longer period of schooling and more Jewish women 
engaged in housework. With regard to occupational status 
in particular, the wage worker category of the 1940 census 
included ?? per cent of the general population with a 
higher figure for urban areas; Jewish male wage workers, on 
the other hand, as part of a characteristically urban 
Jewish population fall below this national percentage 
f'igure. he exception is with the Jewish female wage 
workers whose percentage approximates the 1940 general labor 
f orce. 
!/ Ibid., p. 27. 
•: 
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"The Jewish male labor force in most of these com-
munities appears to be much more in the employer and selr-
1/ 
employed class ••• " Seligman points out that the profes-
sions of medicine, law, dentistry, and teaching are popular 
with Jews because they permit more latitude, more indepen-
dent action, and more freedom from discrimination than 
other careers. Teaching, he believes, traditionally has a 
high status value because of the 11 ••• characteristic respect y 
for learning found among Jewish parents ••• " 
Home ownership, -- Bearing in mind again the urban 
character of the trewish population, Seligman presents data 
from nine Jewish community studies showing that in seven of 
I 
I 
these communities the percentage of Jewish owner-occupied 
versus tenant-occup~ed dwellings exceeds that of the general 1 
' 
popula.tion of the United states. It is reasonable to sup-
pose that owner-occupied dwellings in the large cities are 
generally less than for the country es a whole. No inform-
ation is available for Jewish dwellings with regard to 
rentals paid, size of dwellings, heating, sanitation facili- 1 
ties or home ownership pattern in e typical Jewish community 
Population mobility and length of residence. -- Selig-
man points out that this information with regard to the 
Jewish family is unavailable. He believes that 'milling 
jJ Ibid., p. 2?. 
gj Ibid., p. 31, 
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around in local areas' accounts for the largest part of all 11 
population mobility and that "this is probably true also for y 
the Jewish populations. '' · In t h is connect i on, Gordon and 
. I 
Davis emphasize a high degree of' social mobility as an imporT 
t:ant characteristic of American J-ews. The former finds 
" ••• that in proportion to income the Jewish family lives in I 
far better surroundings and spends money much' more freely y 
on personal pleasure t han does the non-Jewish family." 
Da~is notes a sharp upward movement in the social mobility 
of .American Jews, that nthey are climbing out of the middle 
!2.1 
class into an even higher rank. n The middle class char-
acter of Jewish society is typical of the J-ewish group as 
a whole, says Glazer, and the Jewish working class in the 
i/ United States is only a "transitory phenomenon." 
Educational attainment. --According to Seligman's 
analysis, the average (median) number of years of school 
completed by the Jewish population is higher than the 8.8 
years for the general native-white population in the United 
states. Seven Jewish community studies revealed that the 
1/ Ibid • , p • 43. 
gj Albert I. Gordon, Jews in Transition, University of Minne-
sota Press, Minneapolis, 1949, pp. 198-199. 1 
'§) Kingsley Davis, . Journal of Legal 
and Political Sociology, (April 1944), 2:154~155. 
!/ Op. cit., pp. 198-199. 
~~ 
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Jewish average falls into the high school and/or high 
school graduate category and that Jewish high school and 
college graduates rank higher in proportion than the 
II 
II 
3_3 
I 
I 
general population. With regard to formal religious educe- 1 
tion in either Hebrew school or sunday school, Seligman's I 
analysis suggests " ••• that perhaps one-f_ifth to one-third 1\ 
of .American Jews receive no instruction in things Jewish."!/ 
In this connection, however, it is important to recall the 
religious role of the Jewish home, mentioned earlier in 
this chapter. 
Nativity and citizenship. -- In recent community sur-
veys the native born in the Jewish population varied from 
83.? to ??.8 per cent. Russia, Poland, Austria, Lithuania, 
Rumania, Germany, and Czechoslovakia are the major countries , 
of origin. Recent studies indicate that the percentage of 
citizenship is rising t o ~well over 80 per cent and that 
Yiddish is declining in importance as a mother tongue. 
5. Sociological Generalizations 
Glazer's analysis of available sociological findings 
with regard to the J·ews in the United states is summarized y 
in the following two generalizations. 
(1) "They have advanced more rapidly, and are more 
prosperous, than any of the other ethnic groups 
1/ Op. cit., p. 35. 
gj Op. cit., p. 2?9. 
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that came to this country during more or 
less the same period, and are probably even 
more prosperous than most ethnic groups 
that arrived earlier. The number of workers 
among them tends rapidly to decline, the 
number of proprietors, white collar workers, 
and professionals to rise . ~ro this prime 
fact many other characteristics are related: 
their behavior and tastes, their crime rates, 
their educational characteristics, and so on. 
{2) Despite their prosperity, Jews show very 
little tendency to assimilate; they inter-
marry less than any other ethnic group. 
They do acculturate -- that is, they drop 
traditional hab1ts and speech, and become 
culturally indistinguishable from other 
Americans; yet the line that divides them 
from the others remains sharper than that 
separating any other white group of immig-
rants. 
-:=..=,:--~-=-=---- ----
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CHAPTER IV 
APPRAISING THE JEWISH FAMILY 
1. The Force of Jewish Cultural Influences 
Cultural or traditional consideration versus current impressions.--
In the previous chapter the identification of present day American Jews 
with Jewish tradition was strongly emphasized, that Jewish cultural or 
traditional values penneate the lives of all Jews and significantly 
influence their behavior despite varying modifications. It is for this 
reason tha. t my appraisal of Jewish family life in terms of the inter-
personal factors comprising the Glueck Social Predicition Scale will focus 
upon cultural or traditional concepts with current modifications treated as 
supplementary findings. 
Snyder and Landman, in the prospectus to the Yale studies of Jewish 
, drinking habits, present a portrait of American Jewish life showing the 
deep-rooted influence of the Involuntary ghetto of past centuries. This 
1/ 
portrait which follows - should give one an appreciation of the highly 
complex evolution ot Jewish culture as a product of both religious tradition 
and historical survival. 
"Jews in America have retained the pattem ot urban concentration, and 
Jewish neighborhoods are characteristic of many ot our cities. Jews 
are asymmetrically distributed in the occupational system, with trade 
and small shopkeeping still playing prominent roles alongside the 
upsurge into the professions. Jewish institutions, such as Hebrew 
schools and synagogues, flourish. The charitable functions of the 
ghetto are reproduced on a large scale in this country. The close 
familial ties appear still to weave around the individual, involving 
him in a network of mutual aid and reciprocal obligations. Interurban 
!/ Charles R. Snyder and Ruth H. Landman, Op. Cit., P• 460. 
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mobility is common enough, but it does not seem to disrupt primary 
group ties. The mobile person is likely to .rncive from one Jewish 
neighborhood to another where it iB easy to build new Jewish social 
relationships through mutual friends and relatives. The highly 
endogamous nature of the group ramifies kinship ties endlessly in 
what for modern society is a relatively small spatially concentrated 
population. With all its diversity the Jewish group still has some 
of the characteristics of an extended family system. From within, 
pressure to keep the group intact makes it difficult for individuals 
to dissociate themselves. From without, occasional flourishes of 
anti4emitism at home and the recent att.rocities abroad heighten 
group awareness within a large society whose values encourage cultural 
pluralism. u 
The predominance of Eastern European culture in Amarican Jewish life.-~ 
Lestschinsky, in a detailed study of Jewish migrations from the early 
nineteenth century to the present, points to the fact that "• •• during 
the nineteenth century, approximately 850,000 to 900,000 Jews entered the 
1/ 
United States," -of which '7001 000 to 750,000 were from Eastern Europe and 
, the remainder from Germany and the German area of Austria. He shows further ' 
that Eastern Europe and Germany during the twentieth century continued to 
be the principal sources of Jewish migrations to the United States, with 
Bastern Europe accotmting for 95 per cent of the total tmtil 1933 when 
2/ 
Germany cans to the fore as a result of the advent of Hitlerism. -
A conclusion of utmost significance to this paper resulting from 
1 Lestschinsky•s study is that American Jewry by and large is rooted in the 
cultural heritage of Eastern Europe, which as been defined as " ••• the area 
stretching from the eastern borders of Germany to the western regions of 
Tzarist Russia (embracing Poland, Galicia, Lithuania, White Russia, the 11 
1 Ukraine, Be-ssarabia, Slovakia, and the northeastern regions of Hungary) •"'J/ 
!f Jacob Lestschinslcy", 11Jewish Migrations, 1840-194.611 1 The Jews Their 
History, Culture, and Religion, Louis Finkelstein, Editor, Harper & Brothers 
1 Publishers, New York, 1949, P• 1222. 1 
y ~., P• 1226. 
~/ Mark Zborowski and Elizabeth Herzpg1 Life iS With People, International ~~rs:).tie_s Press, :fr!c., New Yor~1 l'J;;~_2,_ p_. __ -·--~=-- __ _ 
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The stugy of Eastern European Jewish culture by Zborowski and Herzog.-- 1 
Zborowski and Herzog report a recent study of Eastern European Jewish 
culture wmich was part of the Columbia University Research in Contemporary 
Cultures. This anthropological study is Wlique in its scope and treatment 
of Jewish cultural pat·Lerns which may be regarded as underlying present day 
Jewish life in the United States. It should serve as a useful criterion 
in assessing changes that have taken place on the American scene, particular-
ly as a starting point for much-needed research in this area. 
The scope of their study is the culttire of the "ahtetln, the s.n:all-
town Jewish collllllUility of Eastern Europe, which they describe in part as 
1/ 
foll<7Ns: 
11Its subject ma. tt.er is not ethnographic minutiae but rather prevailing 
patterns. It iS moreover a composite portrait. Despite countless 
local variations, the Jews of Eastern Europe had one culture, 
po~sessing characteristics that mark a culture: a religion, a set of 
values, a specific constellation of social mechanisms and institu-
1 tiona, and the feeling of its me.oi:>ers that they belong to one group." 
The utilization of this study as principal source material for my 
appraisal of American Jewish life is further justified by Margaret Mead, 
chairman of the research project, in her Forword to the book: Y 
·~ith the traditional capacity of the Jews to preserve the past, while 
transmuting it into a breathing relationship to the present, much of 
the faith and hope ~ich lived in the shtetl will inform the lives 
of the descendants of the shtetl in other lands." 
2. Jewish Patriarchal Family Organization 
From earliest times to the present.-- Despite the recent conclusion 
!7 .ill5!·, p. 21. 
~~ 12!2•, P• 10. 
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by Gordon that "the patriarchal family that is traditionally associated 
with Jewish life has largely given way to the •equalitarian t .family ••• " 1 
y 
he presents evidence with regard to the modern American Jewish .family 
pointing to the persistent influence of traditional forms and values. This 
is true of such elements as discipline, parental supervision, affection, and 
.family cohesiveness to which this appraisal relates. 
2/ 
The description of the Jewish patriarchal family of old by Goodsell,-
beginning with the nomadic pastoral age of Old Testament narrative, is 
shown by him to have undergone comparable modifications with the advent 
of agricultural econo.m.y m later centuries. Nevertheless, like the 
traditional modifications in the pressnt generation American Jewish family, 
Goodsell shows that these modifications did not affect the basic family 
, structure • 
This structure had for its main support a religious discipline to 
1 which .family life was dedicated and through which the father assumed his 
dominant role as priestly head of all family religioua functions. The 
Jelvish mother has been subordinate to her husband primarily with regard to 
religious responsib ility1 but in no way subordinate as an influence in 
all aspects of family life including the religious. This is particularly 
true today, although we are reminded by Mordecai Kaplan that the tradition-
1 ally inferior status of the Jewish woman still " ••• stands in the way of her 1 
'J./ 
contributing her best to her people." 
!.1 o2• cit., P• 200. 
y Willystine Goodsell, A History of the Family as a S ocial and Educational 
Institution, The MacMillan Company, New York, 1926, pp. 48-77. 
l/ Op. Cit., P• 412. 
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The following aescription, in part by Zborowski and Herzog describes 
the complementary roles of the Jewish father and mother in Eastern 
1/ 
European shtetl culture, - which follows closely that of Goodsell. 
"In the family uni~, the father and mother play complementary 
roles ••• 
The woman of the house is the mother of the whole family including 
the father. She is the one who tends, cares for and above all feeds 
the family. When .she offers food, she is offering her love and she 
offers it constantly ••• 
All the temporal, domestic responsibilities are her domain. She 
is the one who directs and supervises the daily life of the household, 11 
comforting the punished culprit - not by spoken sympathy but with bread 
and jam - scolding and slapping for minor offenses. 
There is, of course, never an absolute cleavage between temporal 
and spiritual affairs. In ordering the material welfare of her house-
hold, the mother. ia ;responsible also for the physical aspects of its 
Yiddishkayt, by which is meant the total way of life ••• All the 
intricate apparatus of domestic religious observance is in her keeping. 
Every member of the househola depends on her vigilance to keep him a 
'good Jew' in the daily mechanics of living ••• 
The realm of the father is the spiritual and the intellectual. 
He has the official authority, the final word on matters of moment, 
however he may be advised or coached - or opposed - in private by the 
mother ••• The father is a more remote figure, psychologically and often . 
literally ••• 11 
Because with the father rested the duty of preparing his son for the 
religious responsibility incumbent upon the Jewish male, Goodsell points 
' out that ~he training of the Jewish boy has been traditionally taken over 
. y 
by the father after the age of five years. 
Gordon, in his Minneapolis study, found that "the traditional pattern 
of Jewish family life of which ~he husband was the spiritual head was ••• 
21 
retained" in the homes of Anerican Jewish immigrants. Although he finds 
that with the present American Jewish family the father is less of a 
lf Op. Cit., pp. 291-292. 
gj Op. Cit., P• 74. 
2/0p. Cit., p. 191. 
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patriarch in the authoritarian sense, he states that 11the family apJe ars 
to be at least as strong a unifying force .. ._.today as it was in the Old y 
World." 
3. Discipline of Boy by Father 
Three categories to be considered.-- The three categories of paternal 
discipline scored on the Glueck scale are: 
a. Overstrict or erratic (71.8) --Father is harsh, unreasoning, 
demands obedience through fear; varies between strictne sa and. 
laxity, is not consistent in control. 
b. Lax (59.8) -- Father is negligent, indifferent, lets boy do what 
he likes. 
c. Firm but kindly (9.3) -Discipline is based on sound reason which 
the boy understands. 
Traditional concepts of paternal discipline.--Talmudic law with regard 1 
to discipline of a son by the father is remarkably in keeping with modern 
child guidance principles and the lowest failure category on the Glueck 
scale. It is require~ that the Jewish father treat his children without 
favoritism, that he must neither over-indulge his son or be too harsh, that 
he must never threaten the child, and that he shall punish the child promptly 
2/ 
or not all.-
This attitude toward discipline by the father in the shtetl cUlture or 
I v 
Eastern Europe is shown by Zborowski and Herzog to be sol~ implanted. 
Y ~., P• 200. 
1 2/A. Cohen, Everyma.n 1s Talmud, .E. P. Dutton & Co., New York, 1949, p. 172. 
'J./ Op. Cit., pp. 295-296. 
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"The obligations of the child to the parent begin with obedience 
and respect. No commandment claims more vivid adherence - to the letter 
and to the spirit - than the injunction to 'honor thy Father and thy 
Mother• •••• Respect for the father is a constant, but its components 
are variously defined. There is the repeated insistence that it is 
not rooted in fear ••• on the other hand, the possibility of fear may 
be coneeded ••• Yet the word used for fear carries the meaning of awe 
rather than of fright. 
The father is the one who wields the lash, for major offenses 
are referred to him and he administers punishment to scale. He punishes 
chiefly for sons infraction of the moral or social code - especially 
if the culprit has 'shamed• the famUy in the eyes of the col.IIIllunity, 
or has been guilty of un-Jewish behavior. His punishment must be 
accep~ed as one aceepts the visitations of God, since he acts for onets
1 good. . 
Any criticism of him would constitute disrespect. 'He knows 
what he doesJ• One may not always understand, but one must accept. 
Mother's slaps and scoldings are of a different order. For one 
thmg, they are more frequent, since she is at home more, even though 
she may rush off to the store or her market stall every aay. Then 
too, they often reflect the domestic climate rather than one•s own 
offense. They come easily and are easily forgotten, while paternal 
discipline is less frequent and is long remembered. 11 
Gordon's findings.-- Similarly, a review of Gordon's findings in his 
Minneapolis study of the American Jewish family places paternal discipline 
clearly in the category of: "firm but kindly". In his portrai~s of typical 
1 Jewish families, there is consistency in the father's sense of responsibility y 
in the matter of discipline based upon traditional values. The following 
excerpt from the portrait of a modern second generation American Jewish y 
family is consistent with those of the older generations. 
"J(f oother was never the one to discipline us children with 
harshness. She certainly never sla.ppeEi or beat us. I do remember 
that if we did anything that displeased her, she would say, •Just wait 
until your father comes home •. That meant that if we were to get a 
licking, it was Dad who would give it to us. And I do remember getting d 
a number of good lickings from Dad. I don tt think that I was ever II 
really afaid of my Dad. He was •nt the kind of a person who would 
ever make us children afraid. But I certainly always had a very 
healthy respect for him. I DEan, there just was no telling when he 
1/ Op. Cit., pp. 211-296. 
£:,/ ~., P• 244. 
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might get very angry and discipline ne. I think though that on the 
whole I deserved the few really good lickings I got. For the most 
part both Mother and Dad would talk the matter through with ne, and 
as a result our relationship was always on a very high plane." 
The relationship of Jewish religious training to discipline.-- In the 
literature of Jewish family life reference is made to the religious training 
a Jewish boy receives in preparation for his Bar Mitzvah at the age of 
thirteen. The prestige and respect that comes to the Jewish boy at such 
, a young age with full recognition of his manhood is shown by Zborowski as 
constituting a strong bond between father and son. He points out that 
the responsibility for religious training Which is essentially educational, 
1/ 
rests squarely upon the father. - The disciplinary function of the father, 
therefore, has a motivation which is probably exerted earlier in Jewish 
family life due to ~he fact that at his Bar Uitzvah ~he Jewish boy "•·• 
publicly assu.m3s religious responsibility ••• "and the father is n ••• exempted 
_2/ 
from future responsibility for the lad's religious conformity." - Thus, 
~ne Jewish father as well as the entire Jewish adult community grants an 
adult respect to the Jewish boy at _a tenaer age, and ~he anticipation of 
' this adult recognition undoubtedly has a sobering influence on the boy •s 
early behavior and attitude. 
Although 11fil.ial piety" is regarded by Moore as constituting the 
weightiest of all commandments in Judaism, he points out that the Jewish 
'J/ 
f ather's obligations to his son are no less weighty. 
!f Mark Zborouki, "The Place of Book Learning in Jewish Culture", ,Ih! 
Harvard Educational Review, (Spring 1949), 19:87-109. 
~ Israel Cohen, Jewish Life in Modern Times, Methuen & Co. Ltd., 
London, 1914, p. 47. 
J/ George Foote Koore, Judaism, Vol. II, Harvard University Press, 
Cambridge, 1927, p. 131. 
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Intellectual versus physical aggression.- Of intimate relationship 
to discipline is the cause or or basis for disciplinary action itself. 
With delinquency physical aggression is of paramount concern, and in 
considering paternal discip~ine, the focus is consequently on disciplinar.y 
measures directed towards correcting this physical aggression in the boy. 
1 Snyder and Landman state that in Jewish culture "the use of brute force 
as a means of settling conflicts and as a means or social control was held 
in contempt", and '1 • •• that an extraordinary valuation of mental faculties, y 
both as means to end.s and as ends in themselves, is deeply embedded ••• " 
They cite this proposition as a possible explanation or the low incidence 
or intoxication among Jews. 
Loewenstein, in a recent psychoanalytic study of the Jews, traces this , 
cultural characteristic of their behavior to persecution in Eastern Europe 
where Jewish children were frequently beaten and to Jewish culture itself, 
~I 
' in part as i"ollows: 
11Beacuse o.t" LOB very real danger oi general reprisals and also because 
oi Lheir cnaracterisr.ic horror of physical violence, their parents 
generally iorbade them to retaliate when t.hey were attacked. and -caught I 
them instead LO take physical rel"uge in !"light and menLal rel·uge in 
ci.iso.a.in 1 or bruLe 1 orce. Naturally a chila rearea unuer such cond.i-
Lions will Lend. to be tear.t"ul and. t.o repress all physical expression 
o1 aggression. The comparatively low rate oi crimes oi violence 
among Jews is probably a re1lection or t.his chilahood upbringing. 
Also, Lhe Jewish tendency LO repress the instincts may well be 
connected with it. For although sexuality is not treated in such a 
negative and derogatory fashion in t.he Jewish re~igion as it is in 
t.he Catno~ic faith, nevertheless Lhere is a aeiinite strain of 
puritanism ii not 01 actual asceticism, in the sexual li~e o1 
religious and trauitionalist Jews. 
While Lhe Jewish cnil.a is aiscourage by his parents from any use 
of .t"orce, use o1 his intellect meets with warm approval ••••• It is also 
17 Op. Cit., P• 467. 
£:./ Rudolplt M. Loewenstein, :M. D., Christians and Jews, International 
Universities Press, Iric., New York, 1951, PP• 135-136. 
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probable that by fostering the precocious development of his ego, 
this parental at~i~ude predispQses ~he child to neuro~ic disturbances ••• 
Jews tend to react with anxiety, and with deeper and more las~ing 
anxiety ~nan non-Jews, in ~he most varied psychological situations." 
One should ~ake particular note of ~he ab;ove statement with regard. to 
characteris~ie anxiety neuroses in Jewish children, in view of the Glueck 
fmdings. Both in 11:U:arked11 ana 11mild11 neuroticism aue to insecurity and 
1 anxiety (conscious and unconscious), the Gluecks found that nan-delinquents 
ranked signilicantly higher than delinquents. 
y 
Conclusion with regard to discipline!-- It should be clear from the 
foregoing that paternal discipline in Jewish family ltie takes its rorm 
1·ro.m. traditional concepts directed towards relig~ous and intellectual enas. 
Disciplinary action by the Jewish !"ather directed towards suppressing 
PhYSical aggression is of negligible concern, in view or traditional and 
cultural mores which inhibit physical aggression in the Jewish child. While I 
intellectual activity is encouraged~ this is not a completely satisl:actory 
substitute as evidenced by the high incidence of anxiety neuroses in Jews. 
Discip~ine of the boy by the father in the Jewish family is "firm but 
kincily11 with a weighted failure score on the Glueck Social Prediction 
Scale of 9.J. 
4. Supervision of Boy by Mother 
Three categories to be considered.-- The three categories of maternal 
supervision scored on the Glueck scale are: 
a. Unsuitable (83.2) -- mother is careless in her supervision, 
leaving the boy to his own aevices without guiaance, or in the 
1 ]:../ Op. Cit. 1 PP• 239-240. 
t.he care oi an irresponsl.ble chi.la. or aa.ult.. 
b. Fair (57.5) -mother, l:.hough at home, gives only partial supervi-
sion to boy. 
c. Suitable (9.9) -- ii' mot.her aoes not work outside the home and is 
not ill, she personally keeps close wat.ch on t.he boy or proviaes 
l'or his leisure hours in clubs or playgrounas. If she is :ill or 
out of the house a great aeal, t.here is a responsible aa.ult in 
charge. 
Jewish maternal supervision in t.he traa.itional tami.iy.- A review or 
t.he lit-erature on t.he Jewish !'amil.y leaves no aoubt as t.o the suitability 
of Jewish materanl supervision. This supervision has it.s basis in Talmudic 
I ~ 
• law which governs family lii'e in general, and it has been l'urther rorti .. t' ied 
' by cult.ural conditioning, particularly in East.ern Europe. Zborowski and 
Herzog speak or l:.he n ••• unremit.ting so.licituae about every aspect. o.t her 
!I 
, child's wel...tare ••• n by t.he Jewish mother. The very nat.ure ol' the tracii-
tional Jewish lamily wit.h its populoua household orten cont.aining T.hree 
, generations, with naaults, chilaren and babies, all busy growing up or 
2/ 
t.ald.ng care of t.he young ••• " - workea 1·or t.he suitabili-r,y o.t childhood 
supervision. The sup3 rvision of the boy in particw.ar by t.he mother had 
-r,he added protection of l:.he father's direct responsibility which he 
carefully exercised. 
leisure and the working mot.her.- The inportance or leisure hour 
supervision is implied in t.he Glueck aefinition or "suil:.able n as well as 
!/ Op. Cit., P• 293. 
g/ ~., P• 3UO. 
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the circumstance ot t.he worKing mot.her J.n rel.at.ion t.o .mat.ernal. supervision. 
1
1 With regard t.o childhooa. leisure act.ivity, we iina. in the Zborowski and 
Herzog st.uay t.hat n he Jewish ooy is " ••• const.antJ.y reminded t.hat. a •real' 
j, Jew is mouerat.e, rest.raineci and int.ellect.ual, and they are chi<lea. I or 
1/ 
bet.raying these J.a.eals. "- The aut.hors emphasize t.hat with the Jewish 
boy his primary act.ivit.y iB not. play, ana. t.hat. "t.he .minut.e graa.J.ng o1· t.he y 
social order is para.Lleled by a graa.ing of restrict.ions on chi1a.ren." 
The emphasis pl.aced upon book l.earning ior the Jewish boy t.oget.her with 
the cultural aversion to physical combat is shown by Zborowski and Herzog 
t.o nave woven a pattern of leisure aativity for the child t.hat. mit.igat.ed 
against cilllicult.y in supervision. 
The proolem o! the working mother in Jewish cUl.ture has iounci an 
aa.justn:ent t.hrough acceptance in t.he l.ong history o1· t.he Jewish lam:i.ly. 
Gooa.sell, ZborowsKi ana. Herzog, and ot.hers have stressed t.he burcien for 
family support t.hat. was t.raa.it.ionally pl.aced upon t.he mother ciue t.o the 
tat.her•s preoccupat.ion wit.h scholarly act.ivity prescribed by t.he Jewish 
rel.igious cocie. This aa.just.ment is shown t.o be root.ed in t.he cohesiveness 
of t.he Jewish r·a.mily which extends beyond t.he immedia t.e tamily circle t.o 
relatives and the Jewish communit.y as a ~ol.e. 
Mater&hl supervJ.sJ.on t.ociay.-- Despit.e t.he tact. t.hAt t.he Jewish mot.her 
today nas less househol.d duties t.o perform and does not contine her 
act.ivities to the home alone, Gordon finds that t.he Jewish mother is very 1 
3/ 
attentive t.o ner children and devotes much t.ime t.o t.hem and their problems.-
1,/ Ibid., P• :;4. 
y Ibid. ' p. 342. 
lf Op. Cit., P• 199. 
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5. Anection for Boy 
Separate scoring tor rather ana mother on the G~ueck sca.Le .-
The Glueck Social Preaict.ion ScaJ.e aist.inguisnes between t.he signiricance 
or pa.t.ernaJ. ana mat.ernal. anect.ion ror t.he boy. The weight.ed railure 
scores tor the rather are 't'J.9 lor 11 indin·erent or hostile" and 33.8 ror 
1 
''warm (inclu<iing overprotective)". With the mot.her t.he scores are 86.2 
ana 43.~ respecti.vezy. Although paternal an<i materna~ airection are 
treated as separate items on t.he Glueck sc~e, ~ appraisal or Jewish 
ar:rectional attituo.es will consider these components in the mil:ieu or 
their interaction in order to avoia. repetit.ion. 
Two categories of arrection to be considered.-- The Glueck scale 
aist.ingw.shes bet.ween t.wo categories o.r anect.ion wit.h respect t.O both t.he 
fat.her ana mother. They are: 
a. Indilrerent or hostile: lack or attent.ion and/or hostiiil.iy t.owa~a 
t.he boy. 
b. Warm (including overproT.ection): sympathetic, kina, atT.ached, 
even in some cases, overprotective. 
Traail.iional at.t.il.iudes or arr·ection.- The Jewish ra.mily is orten 
1 aescribea in t.he literaT.ure of sociology as an ar1·ectional ra.mily. The 
war.mt.h T.hat. is radial.ied t.o T.he child by t.he Jewish parent and l.ihe mot.her 
in particular is so much a part of Jewish cUlture that it is the very 
11 essence of Jewish songs ana. stories or rami.Ly lile. Zborowski and Herzog 
<iescribe the nature 01 this parental a.flection in conaiaerab~e aet.ail. 
, From t.heir aescript.ion T.he loLLowing statements are especially pertinent: 
1. "Chilaren are wanted, but bOys are want.ed more wan girls ••• 
Moreover, it. is the boy who says 1 kaaais~ '? T.he prayer or mourning 
for the parents a.rter they are aeaa. ••• " !; 
I' 
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2. "The aiu.:erence bet.ween boy ana. girl - a cU.rrerence t.hat t>egins 
wit.h t.heir reception int.O t.he worla. and continues throughout 
their ~1ves - is eviaent in att.itua.es, in activit.ies ana. in 
perioa.ic rit.u~s. In a sense the culture ignores it.s lemal.es, 
~t.hough t.hey are present, active and often rorceru1 ••• !/ 
3. "From t.he out.set of ~J.ie the shtetl chila. associates verbal 'I 
expression With warmth and security, and sUence comes to be 
equated ~th reJection and coldness. The warmth and a!lection 
••• comes to be associated also with I'ood., ror he is orrered 
the breast whenever he seems to want it. The mother is proud 
of his appetite •" y 
4. "The baby who is we~comed so eagerly and shelt.erea. so anxiously, 
is nevertheless hurried out of babyhood. For all t.he kissing 
and cooing, all t.he baby talk and coddling, t.here is no efr ort 
to keep him infantile. On the contrary, he is treasured as a 
potential aa.ult, and the admiration of his audience is most evi-
a.ent .when he shows signs of precocity ••• As soon as t.he little 
boy can get about by hjmself, he a.raws more attention from his 
father ••• The mother may realize t.hat he no longer belongs 
exclusively t.o ner. JJ 
5. "Between parent and child exist a host of rights and obligations 
t.O which each refers explic.itly and freely. Basic to all, 
however, is one that is seldom a.emonstrated verbally or physically, 
although it is constantly invoked in absence and in retrospect-
namely, parental love. A parent never says to a child, 'I love 
you', never praises him to his race, seldom kises him, after he 
is iour or rive. But your parents, especially your mother, •wil.l 
love you always no, matter what happenst •••• the mother's love is 
manifested chie.tly in t.wo ways: by constant and sol.icitous 
overfeeding and. by unremitt.ing solicitude about every aspect of 
ne r child's welrare, expressed 1 or t.he most part in unceasing 
verbalization ••• " !if 
b. "Inherent in the picture or parental, ana especiaJ.ly of maternal, 
love is t.he idea of boundless su.trering and sacririce ••• The 
great goal or parenthood. is •to 1nake t.he chilaren into people •, 
and to make them into good Jews ••• Parental sacrifice is not 
shrouaed in sil.ence - silence is not a shtetl habit. Children 
are reminded. constantly of all t.heir parents have aone and 
sui·r·ered in t.heir be hall·. " 1/ 
y Ibid., P• 31'1• 
£} ~., P• ::S25. 
2.1 ~ ... pp. j28-329. 
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1•All the s:cril~~: , all-~h~- sui'~~:ing, ~all the solicitude pile - ] 
up inl-o a monument to parent~ love, the Climensions of which 
define the vastness of filial indebtedness. The aebt cannot 
be paid in kina, but must be tendered in the reciprocal currency 
appropriate to the relationship. A iarge part of ~his return 
is l-hrough emotions, attitudes, and the behavior that makes them 
manifest ••• tt !/ 
"The father is less close to them (his sons) l-han their mother 
is, and the relationship tends to remain tormal and aistant. n y 
"• •• l.ood is the symbol of the mother's aevotion. A chtid soon 
learns that he can coerce his seniors into yielding on almost 
any point by refusing to eat ••• The rejection of tood neans 
rejection of loved ones and of lii:e itself. It is intolerable 
a.nc1 excites acute anxiety." :J./ 
"Tears are less a part or quarreiing than a part or the vocabulary I 
for expressing grief or joy. Emotion is SUpposed to be expressed"4/ 
11The mother is apt to be more aemonstrative to a son and the T 
!'ather to a daughl.er ••• The :rather remains in closer physical 
contact with l-he aaughter ••• As she approaches adolescence his 
caresses dwino.l.e, but the emotional. distance oetween !'ather and 
daughter is likely to be less marked than between father and 
son." 2/ 
"The child who has been hprt always can run to her (mother), sure 
of a response that proves she cares and shares, even though her 
sympathy may be mixea with rebuke ••• Whatever the fiuctuations 
in mood, home ana mother represent security and solace." 2./ 
"Babies are petted, the youngest child is pampered, and still they 
want to grow up. Indulgence is with l-he infantile, but all the 
social rewards are with maturity. By the time one is old enough 
to recognize himself as a junior, the advantages of seniority are 
visible as a goal worth pursuing." 11 
P• 2c.;7. 
P• 300. 
p. 303. 
P• 30.3. 
p. .332. 
&/ ~., PP• 3.3:;-:;34. 
1 1/ ~., p. 350. 
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1.4. "Ou"{,door games are not encouraged b; ~rents~ es~ci.a.lly not by --~~ 
r.he mother Whose solicitude is roost actively fo.cusea. on the 
physical welfare of the child ••• Children must not hurt themselves, 1 
they must not get into a draft, or get chilled. Above all, "{.hey 
50 
must eat enough. Fears of overeatmg are negligible ••• Boaily' aefe,cts 
and deformities are a source o! shane and anxiety to wom:~n but 
. not necessarily "{,0 ~n. The body is a primary part of the woman 
but not necessarily to men ••• The body is respected primarily 
as the container and squire of the mind and spirit. Excellence 
of mind ana. spirit are conceived as Jewish - the 'Jewish head • 
and the •Jewish neart' ••• Physical superiority is not Jewish in 
tne same .way, but is rather ascribed to the goyim (Gentiles. 11 y 
A!f'ectional at"t.ituCl.es ol moaern Jewish parents.- While t.he basic 
l:.raaitional pa.tr.ern of pa.ren1:.al ailecl:.ion ci.escribea. by Zborowsld and Herzog 
persists on 1:.he American scene, Brav ~mas "{.hat 1:.ne trena. 1:.owards 11 a y 
general laxity in religious observances in 1:.he ho~" today together with 
the cnange to self-selection ana love motivation as the basis tor marriage 
have had their e1·fect. In this connection he states in part: g 
"Parental so.l.icitude is frequently so e.xaggera1:.ed that tspoiled t 
Jewish chi.l.a.ren are not WlCommon, ana :rrequent is 1:.he case ol e.xtre.me 
personal sacrifice on the part oi parents to alford 1:.heir chilaren 
tne most extensive eaucation possible. At the same 1:.ime, the 
attachm:lnt oi cni.l.aren "{.0 1:.he home ana parent is evia.ent on every 
bana. The e.xis1:.ence oi genuine an·ection is the cement al all 
int.rat·amily "{.ies and woU.l.d seem to be heightened. as compared with 
earlier a~s, now that 1:.he love of husband. and wife aevelops rrom 
premarital attraction." 
Goro.on, t.ao, finas 1:.hat a waru:er parent-chilo. relationship exists today, 
, particularly between 1:.he rather and son, giving credit tor this accomplish-
ment part~y to 1:.he tendency towards equa.l.i"t.arianism as conr.rasteo. with the 
earl.ier patriarchal Jewish ramily. Nevertheless, he rinds tnat Jewish 
1/ ~·, PP• j54 ana YYI. 
y Op. Cit., P• lts. 
:2} ~., P• l9. 
~~~-----
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'I 
children today are still 11 ••• a bit closer to their mothers than they are y 
to their fathers ••• " 
Early weaning, overfeeding, and ae-emphasis of physical superiority.--
Zborowski and Herzog show that in Eastern European Jewish culture, weaning 
or the baby begins at about six months or age and breast feeding is termina-
tea graaually, ana tbat " ••• a boy is apt to be weaned earlier than a girl, 
2/ 
and a strong child sooner t.han a sickly one.- He states further that "it 
'3/ 
1 is not consiCl.ered desirable t.o suckle a boy longer than a year ••• " - This 
tendency toward early weaning on a gradual basis is suggest.ed by Kvaraceus 
in his Passaic stuay as a more normal pat t-ern than the "mean weaning age 
of lU.43 mont.hs" which he round in t.he group or delinquents st.udiea. 
!:J:./ 
The preparation and consumption of !ooa as an essentiaL aspect of 
Jewish religious and cultural. life. Snyder and Landman aptly state "••• 
that. food was used as a basic instrument of social cohesion - not just 
:d 
tor the family out for the Jewish community as a whole." They suggest 
11 that wit.h Jews "excessive and compulsive" eating replaces adaictive 
II 
1 drinking of alcoholic beverages as 11 ••• t.he focus of extreo:~ emotional 
~I 
proolems in the moaern Jewish communit.y ••• " The preceeaing statement.s 
by Zborowski and Herzog with regard t.o t.he relation bet.ween fooa ana ma.t.ernal 
y OE• Cit.., P• 199. 
YOE· Cit., p. 327. 
2.1 ~., p. 328. 
!:J/ OE• Cit., PP• 67-oS. 
2./ OE• Cit., p. 470 
21 ~., pp. 470-471. 
~os~on u~ ' ~ers 1ty 
~J?J.:l.~:l. ot E.a~cn l or-
~ibrti.ry 
I 
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1/ 
affection together with a desregard for overeating eescribea by them; would 
suggest a tenaency toward obesity particularly with Jewish chi~dren. This 
is substantiated by a study oi obese children by Bruch and Touraine which 
reve~ed ~hat obesity was prev~ent &nong American Jewish children. 
y 
Relating ~his ~endency to the corresponaing Glueck finding with regard to 
somatotypes, and endomorphy (soft roundness) in particular, suggests that 
obesity is mvolved m 11 ••• the existence of a somewhat large endomorphic g 
, ele~nt among the non-delinquents than among the delinquents." 
The traditional disaain for physical superiority round by Zborowski 
' and Herzog together with ~he inference of overportection by ~he Jewish 
I, 
mother in many aspects or child care and supervision suggest a relationship 
I 
to psychoneurotic manifestations of insecurity am/or anxiety, which were 
!JI 
Loewenstein ts found by the Gluecks to predominate with ~he non-uelinquents. 
21 He states in part: tinaings and conclusions are similar. 
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"It is possible, too - al~hough statistics are inauequa~e on the subjec~ 
that tnere is a higher rate of neuroses among Jews than among non-
Jews, and that there are more cases of obsessional neuroses. Also, 
it would seem that anguish and anxiety are the predominant symptoms 
in the neuroses of Jews." 
i' 1/ Op. Cit., pp. 3'12-'373. 
I y H. Bruch and G. Touraine, "Obesity in Chi~dhooa: v. The Family Frame 
of Obese Children", Psychosomatic Medicine, llj40, 2:141-~U6. 
lf Op. Cit., p. 1~1. 
!:JJ ~., pp. 22l-:G.23. 
2/ Op. Cit., p. 131. 
6. Cohesiveness of Family 
Three categories to be considered.-- The Glueck scale classifies 
cohesiveness of l'a.mily in three separate categories. They are: 
a. Unin~egra~ed (96.9) : Home is just a place to 'hang your hatt; 
sel!·~interest of ~he me~rs exceeds group in~erests. 
b. Some e.lements of cohesion (61.3) : Even i! ~he family group 
may not be en~irely in~act (because of departure or one or more 
members), the remaining group of which the boy is a part has 
at least some of the characteristics of the cohesive family. 
c. Cohesive ta>.6) : There is a strong •we-lee.Ling' among members 
oi: 1-he l.Willedi.ate family, as evia.encea. by cooperativeness, group 
in1-erests, pride in the home, anection i"or each otner. 'All 
lor one ana one i"or all'. 
The nature 01 cohesiveness in ~he traditional Jewish family.-- In 
tn~s appraisal of Jewish fami.ly cohesiveness we are concerned. on.ly with 
~he i.rnrred.~aw or •simpl.e' ;family unit inc.J.ua.mg ~he parents and. their 
. ~  1,/ 
chi.La.ren, not with the iamily co.beii:'.·e~. 
We i ind m r.ne Zborowski and Herzog stuuy r.hat a high degree of 
cohesiveness is characteristic of the .interpersonal relations between 
paren~s am chila.ren in Eastern European Jewish cutture, ana. ~hat this 
cohesiveness is the result ol a dynamic state of in~erdepena.ence ana. 
interaction. This ~s expressed. in part as iollows: 
:1;/ 
1/ Stanlpy R. Brav. Op. Cit., PP• 2~-23. 
~ Op. Cit., P• 41~. 
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liThe roles of the parents are compl.etely complementary ani compl.etely 
interact~ve • The father represents the values o:I" the community, 
1.he 1.rad.i1.ion; he stands I:or mind ana. spirit, ne is the househola 
spokesman of Goa.•s .Law. He is "t.ime.less. The mother ~s 1Lesh ana. 
b.looQ, the source ol" warmth, succor, emo"t.~onal response. Ne~ther 
one can eXis"t. without "t.he other and as a pair they cannot Live 
rully without "t.he chilaren. Opposite 1.he authority and tradition 
represented by the parents as a tworola. unit1 the chilo. represents 
an object or a.L·rection, a source of pleasure ana gra"t.i.I:i.cat.ion. He 
i.s subo:rd.inalie and junior, and m t.h~s capac~ty corwna.nds tne care 
and succor o1 his parent.s. They in turn are a.ependent on him, not 
oru.y ror p.leasure but also ror status on earth and in heaven. Only 
as parents can they I:Ul.I:ill their whole duty t.o God. In each case 
t.he recipien"t. is also t.he giver, 1.he giver has need of the recipient, 
and t.he gii't is o1 a dinerent order t.han 1.he ret.urn." 
The aut.nors point out that in t.his male-oriented 1arui.l.y cu.Lt.ure, each 
memoer or· 1.he fa.mil.y unit iS botn dominating ana. suborainat.e in certain 
aspect.s, ana 1.hat " ••• t.he elements that make .ror airlerence at t.he same 
time make 1 or interdepenaence, serving as sources both 01 tension and of 
]J 
conesion. 11 
The s"Lrona. •we-teeling' "Lhat exists in t.he t.radi"Lional Jewish Hlmily I y 
is descr~bed by Zborowski ana. Herzog in terms or "t.he meaning of •sholem•. 
"The Hebrew root or' t.he wora. i.nc.luaes the meaning or peace, heaLth 
and unoroken whoLeness -three major ~a.eals 01 "Lhe cul1.ure ••• 
'HousehoLu peace ' might be a.escribed more as a s...ate ol dynamic 
equilibrium than as unrUl"fled serenity. A happy household is a 
swirl of people 1 all busy, all talking. There ma.y be argumen1.s 
and naggmg, mutua.l recriminations. All this is part or being 
expressive, part o1 shoWing one's affection and interest, part or 
sharing in the experiences or one's l"amily ••• Every problem in the 
r'amily, as in 1.he communi"Ly, is subject to Lengthy discussion, 
wi"Lh l"ull. probing of every possible side o1 every question ••• 
The equiLibrium is possible because au ection and anger are not 
in t.he least incompatible. 11 
Cohesiveness in "Lhe Arrerican Jewish ra.m.ily.-- That Jewish fami.ly 
Y ~., P• 419. 
Y ~., PP• .3UO-j0l 
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solidari-vy or cohesiveness charact-eristic oi the t.radi-r.ional 1·a.mily 
has been maintained on t.he American scene, is substan-r.ia-ved by all 
recent studies reviewed.. Brav 's study, in particUlar, which is entirely 
devoted to -r.his subJeCt. is all the more illuminating because -r.he Jewish 
communit-y or Vicksburg, MiSsissippi which was st-udied constit-utes o~ 
j% or -vhe whi-ve popULa-r.ion and all the Jewish tamilies arrived -r.here 
prior to 1910. Furthermore, t.he Vicksburg Jewish communi-vy is aoou-r. 
equal.l.y d.J.viclea between -r.hose 01 East.ern European and German origin, and 
""those o1 Ort-hodox oackground ming.le on t.erms o1 equaJ..i ty with those or y 
Reform parents." 
In -r.his s-r.udy Brav touna -r.hat. the principal s-r.rengt.hs o1· -r.radit.ional 
Jewish ramily soliaari-r.y were maintained in t.he home lii·e of Vicksburg 
Jews. He 1ouna "that. even with -r.nird and !'ourt.h generation American Jews 
traait.ional a-vtitudes were strong, . as exemp.li:tied in -r.he use o1 Yiad.ish 
language terms, culJ.nary habits and tastes, intimacy between ramily 
members, ana -r.he "• •• -r.endency on the part or Jewish par~n-r.s to forego for 
t.hemsel. ves many of the enjoyments of lite m order to msure aaequate y 
preparat.J.on ror their chJ..Lti.ren 's ruture happmess and success. n He 
notes -r.hat even among Rer·onned Jews -r.here J.s a s-r.rong re.ligious emphasis 
upon ri.Lia.l aevot.J.on. 
Brav concludes in part as tollows: 
1/ Op. Cit., p. jl. 
~ ~., PP• 71-72. 
1/ ~., P• 69. 
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11The Jewish family may, with some justhication in !"act, be 
considered in a ravorable light so far as soliaarity today is 
concerned, but it, t.oo, must .make adjustments in the aays aheaa. 
It is to be serious~ doubted whether its example in soliaarity 
is so very conspicuous as to constitute t.he Jew's tgreatest 
contribution to moaern lifet, but it is st-ill strong enough, 
one may warrant on t.he aemonstration or this study, to contribute 
in large measure to the preservation of the Jewish group in t.he 
future against every storm of t.he ages, as it has in centuries 
gone by.'~ 
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS, LIMITATIONS, AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
1. Conc~usions of the Study 
General re~ationships established.-- In Chapter I the significantly 
1 low incidence or juvenile delinquency among Jewish chilaren in t.he Unit.ed 
l 
I 
States was coni'ir~d. It was pointeel out t.nat in a study of New York 
City juvenile o!tenaers, aesertion o! nome ana truancy was t.he least 
frequent orrense tor Jewish children, indicat.ing a high degree of satis-
raction with home and school life. It was notea, also, t.hat Jewish 
juvenile on·enaers are preaominantly mild offenders as compared with t.he 
total population ana rank significantly lower as recidivists. It was 
suggested t.hat iactors in the nome life of Jewish children mitigating 
against aelinquency might at t.he same time include elements affecting 
healt.hy personality a.evelopment. Attention was drawn to the scarcity of 
information relating to the Jewish family and t.he American Jewish family 
in particular; ana, l.he Glueck Social Prediction Scale was established as 
the criterion tor this appraisal of Jewish family life. 
In Chapt.er II close att.ention was given to a description or the 
recent Glueck study of a.elinquency causation and t.he etiological importance 
of early parent-child relal.ions as reflected in the factors comprising 
t.he Glueck Social Prediction Scale. These ract.ors were aerined and their 
significance in terms of weighted failure scores shown. 
In Chapter III t.he Jew was aefined and/or identified, ana it was 
emphasized that the predominant cultural elements, although int.imately 
relat~d to religious concepts, were a.eveloped in terms of a traaition or 
discip.Li.ne governing tamil.y J.lie. In a description of Aroorican Jewry, 
it was noted ~hat ~he U. s. Jewish population is predominantly urban, t.hat 
it nas a. smaller ta.mily size than the general native-white l"a.mily_, a. 
nigher occupational status., more owner-occupied dwellings., high social 
' mbllity., high educational attainment, a. high degree of acculturation_, 
and ~hat it is cha~a.cteristica.!ly middle class and progressing upwards. 
Specific appraisal findings.--In appraising ~he American Jewish 
family in terms of ~he factors comprising ~he Glueck Social Prediction 
Scale, it was found t.hat. ~hey are culturally rooted to a predominant 
extent in the 11shtetl" culture of Eastern Europe. This is based upon 
t.he fact that Jewish migrations to ~he United States during the periods of 
greatest inllux were .lazogely from this area., and these migrations histor-
ically a r e of recent origin. That this influence is strong in t.he family 
life of American Jews is supported by current observations. In the absence 
of any complete and scientiric study of present-day Jewish fami.J.y life in 
t.he United States., the appearance of a. comprehensive study of Eastern 
European Jewish culture by Zborowski and Herzog in 1~52 has given to this 
appraisal an invaluable body of factual material. 
With this in mind, the followling findings are presented in relation 
' to ~he scope or t.his study: 
1. The traditional pattern of Jewish family .life of which the father 
is ~he spiritual head ana family life ~he medium for religious 
expression, has remained es~entia.lly Wlimpaired during the 
centuries of Jewish survival. The religious nwa.y of .life n 
underlies the discipline or culture governing f amily l~e despite 
modifications. 
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2. Jewish fa.mi.lJr li.le in Eastern European culture and in its 
American setting ranks highly favorable in terms of §11 factors 
comprising the Glueck Social Prediction Scale, both individually 
and. collectively. Each factor i'or the Jewish family is in the 
lowest failUI'e category. 
3. The nature of Jewish paternal discipline is based upon respect 
for the father's religious responsibility, ~he encouragemen~ of 
inteilectual ac~ivity, and ~he repression of physical aggression. 
Thus, ~he basis lor uelinquen~ expression in terms of physical 
aggression has been largely removed. The counterpart of this 
repression in Jewish you~h is exhibited in a characteris~ic 
neuroticism of insecurity and. anxiety. 
4. Maternal supervision oi' ~he boy has the added protection oi· the 
rather's Qirect responsibility. Leisure activ~ty ior the Jewish 
boy is not rocused upon play or physical superiority, but upon 
cul~ural pursuits. The working mother is accepted in Jewish 
culture. 
5. Ai'rection of Jewish parents lor ~heir children is deeply imbedded. 
The mo~her 1 s atrection is so in~ense tha~ over-protection ~s 
characteris~ic and. is expressed mainly in overfeeding and extreme 
sacrifice. Witn regar d to the boy in particular, he is hurried 
out of babyhood, is weaned early, is welcomed more ~an a girl, 
and is closer emotionally to the mo~her. The fa1.herts aflectional 
relationship toward ~he boy has trauitionally .been less intense, 
with a ~endency of warner feelings in ~he more equalitarian 
Jewish ramily of the present uay. 
of the traditional family of the Old World. 
7. The results of this appraisal of Jewish family life in terms of 
the Glueck Social Prediction Scale e~end further the valiaation 
of this instrument and present a pattern oi preventive ractors 
that shou.La be or interest to juveni.J..e aelinquency investigation. 
8. This stuay suggests that successful. l'amily attituaes are t he 
result o1· well-aerined and accepted values and goals, which are 
evolved through cu.Ltural experience within a C1.el'inite group 
rramework. It appears that the Jews have been fortunate in this 
regard by maintaining their group i<ientity, even i1' this has not 
been ol' their own making. 
2. Limitations of the Study 
Extent ol' appraisal limited by available material.-- Many references 
nave been ma.ae in this paper to the scarcity ol' material aeal.ing with the 
Jewish ramily. The study by Zborowski and Herzog of the Old World ramily 
1 suggests that its way of life was constantly examined in a continuous and 
intensive study o.t· biblical literature and law. With regard to the the 
American Jewish family, it was noted . that the tendency is toward symbolic 
rat her than literal re~igious aaherence, that the family is becoming more 
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equal.itarian, and 1.he group more a.iverse religiously at least. It is the 
scarci1.y or i.JUorma.tion a.ealing with such changes and their e1·fec1.s upon 
i arnil.y l.ife that has presented lihe greatest l.imi~tion. However, 11he 
rew current stua.ies available have contribut.ed greatly, particularly in 
Just.ifying 11he f ocus upon t.radit.ional Iorms am concepts. 
J. Suggestions Ior Further Research 
Furtner research is neeaed primarily in exploring changes that are 
t.aKing pl.ace in American Jewish Iamily l.ife as a result or accul1.urat.ion. 
Topics suggested lor stua.y are: 
1. The relationship between economic condition ana. adherence to 
Jewish traditional 1·orms and practices. 
2. The home backgrounds of Jewish juvenile orrenders in rel.ation 
to traditional forms and practices. 
3. The role of .Jewish social service in supportive treatment or the 
L·amily, particUl.arly with respect to elements in Hl.mil.y 111·e 
ina.icating breaka.own ana change. 
4. Jewish family l.ife in particular areas of high ael.inquency 
incia.ence. 
• 
5. The make-up of juvenil.e casel.oaas in the Jewish agency and sources 
of relerral. 
6. The leisure ac1.ivity or Jewish youth in rel.ation to play ana 
cUlt.ural act._ivity. 
'1. The religious and educational role or the Jewish father in the 
moa.ern Jewish hOI~E, especially t.he extent o1· his traditional 
infl.uence and responsib~ity. 
,. 
B. A comparison between the attituaes of 13 year old Jewish boys 
and non-Jewish boys in reiation to activities ana goals, bearing 
in mind the signiiicance ot this age in Jewish tradition. 
9. A study of the experiences of pediatricians with a comparable 
number ot Jewish and non-Jewish mothers and their pre-school 
children. 
10. The emotional problems of Jewish children presented to a school 
guiaance department. 
-- ---= ---~-=-=- ~ =-= - -- -
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